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Abstract

With the recent rapid advances in technology, the use of 3D scanning systems in the engineering world has become more and more 

prevalent thanks to the ease of use, the improved data collection process, and the increase in the accuracy of the acquired data. During 

the rebuilding of the Tisza bridge on the M4 motorway, the contractor discovered that the plates used to build the steel superstructure 

had developed corrosion damage during several years of storage. Plates with a tolerable level of corrosion were intended to be used, 

but the question was how the increased surface roughness will affect the fatigue life of the plates and the welded steel fabrications 

made from the plates. As part of this test, fatigue specimens were measured from the material to be used for the bridge and welded 

with two different geometries with the help of a structured light 3D scanner (SLS scanner). This paper discusses the measurement 

and inspection of these steel specimens of a highway bridge, before and after the fatigue test of the parts. From the acquired data we 

examined defects on the surface of the parts, physical deformations by comparing measured data to a CAD model and calculated the 

amount of material which was lost during stress testing.
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1 Introduction
3D scanners have been around since the 60s, but for a long 
period the results that it could deliver was not up to par 
with what Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM) would 
offer. Today's structured light 3D scanning technologies 
are among the most reliable, non-invasive and cost-effec-
tive object acquisition techniques [1–8].

One example to illustrate the cost and time effectiveness 
of this technology are the general constructors in the USA 
who are increasingly using 3D scanning to detect devi-
ations from the building information modelling (BIM) 
during the construction process. The McCarthy Building 
Company in the New Stanford Hospital in Palo Alto (CA) 
used Faro scans to control 1331 meter of overhead steel 
structure in 13 man-hours, providing data of the 100% of 
the structure’s surface, while with traditional technology 
the estimated time would have been 64 man-hours to cap-
ture 3 points on each main beam [9].

3D scanners, which use near visible light, are optimi- 
zed to work with opaque objects, which reflect the light in 
an unorganized manner in all directions, called also diffuse 
reflection, so; despite the continuous technology develop- 

ment there are still substantial limitations in digitalizing 
certain surfaces. The most problematic non-cooperative 
surfaces are the transparent, translucent, shiny, reflect-
ing, specular and black surfaces. Apart from these, edges, 
grooves, bores, and milled surface also present complica-
tions for the scanner to capture.

The manufacturing industry needs rapid and high-fidel-
ity methods to scan difficult surfaces, which can be inte-
grated in production lines. In 2010 Ihrke did an overview 
of acquisition approaches for such surfaces. The conclu-
sion was that although there are technologies, which can 
handle rather well certain challenging surfaces, the algo-
rithms that enable producing the surface models are still 
not generally applicable. Until 2014 none of these technol-
ogies were applied in commercial systems [10].

In the case of non-cooperative surfaces, the simplest 
solution, although not applicable in every situation, is still 
the use of antireflective coating. The majority needs to be 
wiped off but there are volatile ones too. Here are some of 
the commonly used ones:
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Helling GMBH produces 3D Laserscanning Anti-Glare 
Spray, the most used one in Europe, free of acetone, talc and 
dangerous chemicals and wipes off easily. Magnaflux pro-
duces Spotcheck® SKD-S2, a fast-drying non-volatile aero-
sol that provides a uniform, matt, anti-glare finish. Multiple 
layers can be built with minimal thickness, but it is not suit-
able for porous surfaces. Kremer Pigmente produces the 
Cyclododecane Spray, a very volatile substance that sub-
limes, eliminating additional steps for removal. The only 
limitation is due to its solvent-based nature, thus can't be 
used to scan plastic objects. Finally, a new product from 
2019 the volatile Blue spray from AESUB, which evapo-
rates faster than cyclododecane sprays and has less odor. 
Although white light was the go-to technology for years, 
now the blue light is the most indicated for some kind 
of challenging surfaces. Compared to white light scan-
ners, LEDs used by blue light scans are more consistent, 
assure longer working hours and are less sensitive to heat. 
Producers claim that thanks to the short wavelengths of the 
color blue, they can successfully scan shiny and slightly 
transparent surfaces [11]. However, these kinds of prob-
lems are not unique to SLS measurements; Lovas et al. [12] 
report on dealing with difficult-to-measure dark surfaces 
during terrestrial laser scanner measurements of a race boat.

Some software with advanced algorithms, like Artec 
Studio or OptoCat, claim to be able to scan shiny and 
black surfaces, by adjusting the sensitivity of the scanner, 
and eventually the scanning angle and distance

Structural light scanners are used in areas requiring high 
accuracy measurements. The Aviation Missile Research 
Development & Engineering Centre (AMRDEC) has been 
using extensively ATOS blue light scanners for high detail 
scanning since 2017. The fields of application range from 
reverse engineering to detection of deviations respect to 
the original design.

In the process to determine the cause of failure, NASA 
used ATOS white light scanners to scan complex shape 
debris of the left wing of the Colombia Space Shuttle [13, 14].

Somogyi et al. [15] used an SLS-scanned model as a ref-
erence surface to investigate the measurement results from 
different 3D measurement techniques. Sengoz et al. [16] 
investigated the applicability of 3D scanning to the texture 
of asphalt concrete pavements, which have been validated 
using mature measurement techniques.

2 Equipment and specimens
As we have seen, there are many surfaces that pose difficul-
ties while being scanned using visible light. In this research 
we were presented with two types of shiny surfaces, the 

fatigue test subjects had shiny welded surfaces while the 
tension test subjects had their edges as shiny surfaces as an 
effect of the cutting of the original steel sheets.

When the scanning target has homogeneous surfaces, 
it will present a problem for the software when it is trying to 
align the different scans. This is due to the fact that the soft-
ware isn't able to distinguish the difference between similar 
surfaces and will decide that they are in fact the same. 

We used AICON SmartSCAN 3D, which is a high-end 
compact industrial scanner [17]. It is composed by two dig-
ital cameras and a pattern projector arranged in an arm. 
The light source is a white or blue LED. The digital cam-
eras of this scanner have a resolution of 5 or 8 megapixel. 
Measurement fields range from 60 mm to 1550 mm. 
The projector casts a black-and-white pattern onto the 
object being scanned, which supports obtaining an accu-
rate result. While this pattern is being projected, both cam-
eras at each end of the scanner capture images which the 
computer will then use to calculate the point coordinates, 
resulting in a 3D model of the object. For this task we 
decided to use M450 FOV optics on the cameras as these 
allows us to scan surfaces big enough (335 × 280 mm) with 
each scan which facilitates the final alignment process 
while not losing on precision.

A total of 17 steel specimens were scanned, from which 
8 were going to be subjected to a fatigue test and 9 to 
a tensile stress test. The first group of 8 test subjects had 
strengthening joints welded on them, 4 vertical joints and 
4 horizontal joints. The parts' dimensions were approxi-
mately 500 mm × 60 mm × 14 mm. The second group were 
cut from a 440 mm high, 14 mm thick sheet, with a final 
approximate dimension of 400 mm × 60 mm × 14 mm.

It was important to execute an accurate scan of each 
part, which means that every portion that is relevant to 
create a complete mesh, should be visible and in the cor-
rect position. To achieve this goal, the parts should be posi-
tioned in a holder so that both sides of it can be scanned 
in one cycle. 

On some occasion we were presented with a big homo-
geneous surface, a table for example, with lots of portions 
that are rather similar to each other, disabling the align-
ment with no markers. In our case the surface and edges of 
the parts were akin to each other, in consequence we used 
markers to facilitate the process of alignment of each scan. 
Apart from the markers, because of the parts surface prop-
erties, we also had to apply a couple of layers of antire-
flective coating onto them in aerosol form; these coatings 
build minimal thickness and are easily washed off with 
water and detergent [18].
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2.1 Scanning environment
There are a few aspects that can hinder the scanning pro-
cess, namely:

• The environment where we are scanning.
• The surface quality of the object. Is it black, maybe 

shiny, reflective, or transparent? If so, there is a need 
to choose a method to bypass the difficulties i.e., anti- 
reflection aerosols, from which there are two kinds, 
sublimating and non-sublimating.

• Because of homogeneous surfaces on the specimens, 
we need to help the software to orientate itself when 
it is aligning the scans.

• The deciding factors for choosing the optics on the 
cameras are: the size of the object, the aimed accu-
racy and the measurement time.

In our case a room with concrete floor was chosen for 
the scanning; the scanner is mounted on top of a stand 
which makes it more sensitive to the floor vibration, so top 
floors that have bases that are able to transmit the vibra-
tion generated by people walking, can't be worked with. 
The other important factor when choosing the scanning 
environment is to pick a location where you are able to 
provide the ambient darkness; this is done so that only the 
projectors light hit the inspected specimen and the pat-
terns projected onto it are clearly visible for both cameras.

2.2 Setup and calibration
The scanning process starts out by setting up the scanner 
on its stand; connecting it to its control unit and adapter, 
and these to the laptop from which we control the pro-
cess. The equipment is switched on in a specific sequence, 
otherwise it could damage the scanner. The sequence is 
as follows, first the scanner is turned on, then the control 
unit, the adapter and finally the laptop.

The SmartSCAN 3D comes with its own software called 
OptoCat. As mentioned before, the optics that were cho-
sen for the measurement of the subjects were the M450. 
Setting these up meant that the scanner had to be recal-
ibrated, this was done by using the calibration panel that 
was provided with the scanner. The instrument captured 
said board in different positions, specified by OptoCat, 
to recalibrate itself.

2.3 Measurement process
After the calibration, a holder was fixed onto the turn table 
to keep the specimens vertical and stable during the scan-
ning process. The software offers a variety of scanning 

options from using a robot, to manually doing each scan. 
For our task, the Automatic Measurement option was cho-
sen which allows us to fully automatize a scanning cycle 
with the help of the turntable. 

Inside the project parameters we made sure to specify 
the filtering out of overexposed pixels which created noise 
on the surface of the objects after the scanned data went 
through the meshing process. The data quality was also 
ensured by prioritizing the mesh boundary line. 

A high number of captures per cycle ensures more data 
which result in more precise outcome while sacrificing 
time. For physically complex object having edges, milled 
surfaces, grooves, shiny surfaces, etc. a large quantity 
of scans is required to obtain the best quality possible. 
The optimal number of scans was concluded to be 8, as it 
captured the complete physical form of the objects without 
sacrificing too much time.

The OptoCat software comes with a function that 
allows us to teach the program the position and rotation 
axis of the surveyed object. This enables the program to 
automatically align the later captured scan automizing 
a process which in other cases would have to be done man-
ually (such as during the scanning of large objects where 
a turntable is not an option). The scanner head was set to 
a vertical position so that the right camera was on top of 
the left one. The reason for this is that both cameras are 
positioned in a 27° angle from each other and OptoCat 
will only represent data that both cameras are able to see. 
If there is a surface one of the cameras doesn't see, data 
won't be captured from it.

The starting position of the cameras' focus was on the 
top edge of the vertically positioned subject, with the cam-
eras looking down to it. This is done so that both cameras 
could see the top face of the object. With the first 8 scans 
ready we ran them through an aligning process inside the 
software that would go over each capture and search for 
similarities. These similarities are then used to align the 
point cloud, our aim with this procedure is to eliminate 
convergence between the scans and reduce the RMS to 
as low as possible. After the first alignment process, the 
scans were used as a reference for the further measure-
ments. For the next rotation, the scanner head was moved 
down so the focus of the cameras fell on the middle of the 
object. Another set of 8 scans was finished and aligned to 
the first batch. From here the parts were taken out of the 
holder and rotated so the previously bottom face was on 
top, meanwhile the scanner stayed in its current position. 
Since the position of the object changed, relative to the 
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table, it had to be considered in the measurement. From 
this point the same process as described before has been 
redone but this time from middle to the top of the speci-
men. In the case of the very first scan that was done after 
changing the position of the sample, a manual alignment 
was necessary to indicate the new orientation for the auto-
matic alignment. For each sample a total of 32 scans were 
done, and at the end all of them were subjected to an align-
ment with the very first scan being the only one to remain 
locked as a reference to the others to align onto. The last 
steps were to load in the scans in their Full resolution and 
then we deleted the holder that was captured during the 
scanning process. The next step after the clean-up was to 
merge all the scans and create a mesh from them by trian-
gulating the point cloud.

2.4 Results
The results were a total of 17 meshes which were loaded 
one by one into Geomagic Wrap [19]. This software trans-
formed our data and rendered it usable for the inspection. 
The following steps were executed:

• The markers were selected and cut out from the mesh. 
The leftover holes were filled in with fill hole tangen-
tially function, which matches the surrounding mesh 
curvature.

• The samples were then aligned onto a predefined coor-
dinate, this was done by selecting one of the extreme 
edge points of the object to then create 3 planes on the 
neighboring faces. Using these planes, we defined the 
XY, XZ and YZ plane.

After the fatigue test, 4 of the original 8 specimens came 
back broken into two parts. For the transversely welded 
samples, they broke on one of the welded sides resulting in 
55/45 parts of the original object. As for the longitudinally 
welded pieces, they broke on one of the ends of the weld-
ing resulting in 70/30 pieces. Since the broken surfaces 
were too shiny, we had to apply antireflection coating on 
them to avoid noise in the scans. From here the scanning 
process and the data processing was the same as that of 
before the stress test 

In the case of the 9 samples subjected to a tension test, 
4 broke into two and 5 remained intact but suffered phys-
ical deformation, but we also got 3 new samples from 
which one broke into two pieces and 2 deformed. Just like 
for the fatigue tested specimens, we applied antireflective 
coating on the broken surfaces and the elongated surfaces 
and scanned the parts once more (Fig. 1).

The result was a total of 8 new fatigue tested mesh and 
17 tension tested mesh. The next step is the inspection pro-
cess, where we compared the original state of the samples 
to their after-test state as shown in Fig. 2, and in the case 
of the tension tested samples, we also compared both the 
original and the deformed states to an ideal CAD model. 
This model was created inside Geomagic DesignX, which 
is a reverse engineering software using the scanned mesh 
as data to reconstruct our sample [20]. The inspection was 
done using Geomagic ControlX which is specifically used 
to do inspection processes between reference data and 
measured data [21].

In the case of the fatigue tested samples we used their 
original state as reference, as for the measured data, both 
sides of the broken object were imported and aligned 
together using the reference data (Fig. 3). By using the Trans- 
formation Alignment, we manually aligned the measured 
data on top of our reference and with the Best Fit Alignment 
a fine alignment was executed additionally to minimize 
the overall deviation, resulting in what is shown in Fig. 4. 
We deemed these two functions to be the best for the inspec-
tion based on aligning accuracy, nevertheless the software 
also offers other solutions that could have been used. 

Fig. 1 Subjects before and after the fatigue test

Fig. 2 Fatigue tested sample mesh before and after test
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A 3D color map was created as shown in Fig. 5, to rep-
resent the deviations on the specimens. The Min and Max 
ranges, which limit the range of the deviation analysis, 
were set to –1 and +1 mm. The tolerance used was set to 
a specific value of ±0.05 mm because there wasn't notable 
deviation going over those bounds.

After creating the deviation map on top of the reference, 
by using the 2D Compare function a set of deviation ana-
lyzing section profiles were created on the scanned object. 
For this group of samples, they were only sectioned on 
the Y-axis and the Z-axis as the X-axis didn't provide any 
further information. A total of 6 cross-sections were cre-
ated along the Y-axis and 5 along the Z-axis. Inside each 
cross-section we selected points along the profile which 
provides two important pieces of information: the gap dis-
tance between the reference and measured data, and a color 
representation of approval based on if the gap exceeds the 
given tolerance. The number of points picked depends on 
the average range of deviation on all the cross-sections of 

a given axis. In the case of the Y-axis, because the profile 
covered a larger area on the sample, there was a need for 
more points as there were going to be more changes in the 
deviation. The positions of the inspection points were:

• The places where the part broke off. A larger concen-
tration of points is present where the part broke as 
larger gaps can be seen there.

• Areas showing large deviations.
• Areas at the extremes of the test samples.

The results of the 2D Compare were graphs of the cross- 
sections (Fig. 6) with their respective inspection points and 
a table where the information was organized to make it eas-
ier to go through.

In case of our tension tested specimens, we used a total of 
15 cross-section cutting planes for every inspection, 3 along 
the Z-axis, 5 along the X-axis and 7 along the Y-axis. This 
was done so that we could:

• Inspect the extreme ends on the part
• Inspect the narrow neck section of the part

In Fig. 6 we can see the result of comparing the two pieces 
of a broken specimen to its original state. At the labelled 
point "6/4_YY_4:1" a big jump in the gap distance between 
reference and measured data can be observed, this is due to 
the part losing some of its material during the fatigue test. 

The first comparison was between the CAD model and 
the original state of the parts in order to find out if there 
were deformations already present on the test subjects. 
Next, every broken off piece and deformed part that was 
still intact was compared to the CAD model to see what 
changes could be seen after the test.

Fig. 3 The aligned broken parts of the welded specimens

Fig. 4 The original mesh (blue) was used as the reference to align both 
meshes after the fatigue test

Fig. 5 3D color map created from the 3 meshes (2 broken parts of 
the specimen compared to its original state) showing the deviations 

between reference and measured data
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3 Conclusions
The presented results show how advanced are the solu-
tions that high accuracy 3D surveys provide for engi-
neering thanks to the rapid advancements in the struc-
tured light scanner technologies. With the combination of 
white-light based scanning and quality–control tools we 
are able to provide highly accurate geometric data (the 
digital twin of the specimen), for which the human error 
can be minimalized. The entire surface of the object can 
be digitalized regardless of the complexity of its geome-
try, even parts that pose complications to scan are mea-
surable (holes, tunnels, grooves, cracks) from additional 
scan positions. In case of regular and simple object like 
the scanned steel specimens, the measurement can be 
automatized. The outcome of the measurement process is 
a complete surface model (the objects digitalized copy), 
which enables to take as many cross-sections and inspec-
tion points as needed without additional physical mea-
surements. On these bases, a semi-automatic report can 

be generated from the data where user defined inspection 
points are plotted from which the deviation values are 
presented in a structured table. The produced 3D devia-
tion maps and the 2D sections provide easily understand-
able information for disciplines such as welders and steel 
construction engineers. The measurement and inspection 
methods presented in this article demonstrates that they 
are easily standardizable and the produced results are 
objective. In compliance with the scanning environment 
requirements, even in the case of difficultly measured sur-
faces we are able to reach high geometric accuracy.
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Fig. 6 Cross-section of a fatigue tested steel part
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